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Eastern Debate Team Places
Third In Berea Winter Meet

All students Interested in obtaining an appointment for the following interviews should report to
Room I, Administration Building.
Monday, March 8
Mr. Hairy Howard, assistant
superintendent of Wayne County
schools, Wayne, Michigan, will be
here to Interview prospective
teachers for kindergarten through
sixth grade, and for Junior high
debate team had three speakers
By JIM STIVERS
teachers in science and mathematics.
Eastern's young debate team making the top ten oi the crossInterviews will begin at 9 a.m.
placed four debaters among the examination division as Tom Roin Room I. Administration Buildtop ten speakers in the Berea Mid- berts, John Rogers, and Jay Roing.
winter Debate Tournament as the berta ranked seventh, eighth, and
Tuesday, March 6
team took third place honors. Sixty ninth respectively. These same
Mr. James H. Wooldridge, execspeakers from ten different col- three debaters managed to capture
utive head of the West Clermoht
leges participated In three rounds enough points to place in the top
local school district, Amelia, Ohio,
of debate last Saturday, in the ten of the tournament, which inwill be on campus to interview
Draper Building on Berea College's cluded sixty individual speakers.
teachers for the coming school
campus.
The other Eastern debater to
year.
The 'varsity squad of Eastern's make the top ten was Jim Stivers,
Interviews will be held In Room
who ranked fifth out of 96 speakers
202, SUB, beginning at 9:30 a.m.
in the traditional debate division.
Mr. C. H. Allison, superintendent
Tom
Roberta' 57 points placed him
progress Continues . . . McGregor Hall, now only « hole In the ground, will MM be a reality ae member* of of the Kings Mills Schools. Kings
seventh hi the entire tournament
Mills,
Ohio,
will
be
on
campus
to
flflNBSSM Construction Co., Lexington, continue tli -lr work on the six-story structure. This dorm, which
while Rogers and Stivers received
Interview possible candidates for
54 each to tie for eighth place honIs scheduled to be completed next fail, is part of Eastern's 112,000,000 building program.
next year. He is Interested in both
ors. Jay Roberts riondsil asjt the
elementary and secondary gradutop tan with 53 total points. An
ates.
Ohio University debater MM In
Interviews win be held In Room
There will be no discounts given ninth place with 5S.5 point*. Top
202, SUB, beginning at 9:36 a.m.
by
the
merchants
of
Richmond,
the
honors went to Alvln Po* of UK
Mr. David J. Frey, executive dedicated Debaters . . . Tom Roberta, Jim Stivers, Jay Roberts, and
Sundent Council Committee on and Linda Schaffner from the Unihead of the Mason local school dis- Jehn Rogers make final preparation for the ti HM|P ernes nramln- Student Discounts has reported.
versity of qnctnnatl with 64 petals
tournament next Friday and Saturday at Miami University of
trict. Mason, Ohio, will be on cam- atlon
After receiving some (7* forms each.
pus to interview prospective teach- Ohio. Tom, John, and Jay were among the tap ten varsity division from students showing interest in
speakers In the Mid-Winter Debate Tournament last week. Jhn rank- a student discount program, mem- . Aa a team, the Eastern squad
ers who may be interested in the ed
fifth in the novice division.
third with three wins and.
Mason school system next year.
bers of the committee approached 6laced
tree losses. Jay Roberts and Bill
Interviews will be held hi Room
Richmond merchants about she Cain led the varsity squad with
was the lowest of seven others future. One of the dorms, a men's 202, SUB, beginning at 9:30 a.m.
Idea. Nearly all merchants agreed two of the three wins while debatBy RONNIE WOLFE
ranging up to $1,889,372. McGregor hall, will be located in the vicinity
Mr. Torrenee L. Keeler, sngrr
Managing Editor
that their prices were as low ing negatively. Cain received 43
Hall will house 448 students and behind Stateland Hall. The other, Intendent of the Jackson District
as they could get them, and a points to place 15 out of 24 speakFour new dormitories Martin it will feature a large, modern a women's hall, will be located in schools, Jackson, New Jersey, will
discount to students would on use ers in the cross-examination diviHall, Case No. 2, McGregor Hall, recreation room.
the vicinity of Vet's Village.
be on campus to Interview prothem to operate at a loss.
Roberts and Cain had the
and Combs Hall, will soon be unIn the recent survey, the council sion.
Hargett Low for Combs
Building plans ate also being spective teachers for 1962-63 school
added honor of being the only team
der construction simultaneously
The Hargett Construction Co., of started for an addition to the pre- year.
found that students spent from 58 In
the tournament to defeat the
at Eastern when Combs Hall is Lexington, was again low bidder sent library building, and a class- Interviews will be held In the
to 64 percent of their total ex- University
of Cincinnati squad.
begun. These four dorms coupled for the latest dorm, Combs Hall. room building to be located be- Placement Office, Boom I, Almlnfienses in the college area. Near- UC won the
tournament in ate
Preliminary arrangements are Nations session. They will have y all said that if one merchant
«rith other building will bring the Their bid of $992,338 was the low- tween the University Building and Istratlon Building, beginning at
cross-examination
division with
total construction now under way est of five other bids which ranged Martin Hall.
2 p.m.
_| 4QW being made by the Eastern the responsibility of studying the gave discounts and another in the five wins and one lose.
delegation for their participation views and voting record of the same business did not, they would
to nearly »12,000,000.
upward to $1,041,000. This air-conAn increased enrollment haa Wednesday, March 7
In the traditional debate division
Miss Florence Spicknell, assist- in the Midwest Model United Na- Philippine mission at the United patronise the one who had joined
First o( the four structures under ditioned four-story structure was necessitated the expansion of these
tions meeting to be held in St. Nations in New York so they will the program.
ranked sixth with a total—
(Continued en Page Btx;
way Is the Case Hall addition. This named In honor of Earle Combs, facilities.
Louis March 29-31. The Midwest be thoroughly versed on Philippine
points. Gerald Kemps* aS
Almost all the merchant
addition, which houses 339 stu- vice-chairman of the college's
is the largest lntercollegiatr policy. This must be done in order that they could not
coatribated U points
dents, -will "bring the total occu- Board Of Regents and. former New
ly-oY ft*"fttad-to' be hefll *n that t|e Eastern delegation speak prices although the college
leaaniJHslj foe the
pancy of the enUre dorm- He sew York Yankee .baseball star. It will
and
.vote
as
they
would
on
certain
the
Midwest
and
the
Eastern
deleteam.
about 5 million dollars %> the Inwhen combined with the part of the replace Memorial Hall, oldest
reTOhlliont
that
will
appear
on
the
gation
will
be
among
400
other
come of Richmond each year,
__'flrmative team of Ed Abel
structure already.in use. The new men's residence hall on campus,
college students partMUpating in floor of the General Assembly or stands now, some merchants alJim Stivers captured the loss),
-s/JdlUon''will be ready for use Which was erected in 1921 as an
in one of the five main commit- ready have one-day discounts and win in the novice division with a
this
event.
annex
to
old
Memorial
Hall
which
leilfc month.
The Eastern delegates and their tees.
some others have a policy of giv- victory over the Ursullne negative
The cost of the addition on Case was built in 1906. In 1921, the older
Stimulate* Interest
main committees are: Head DeleMemorial
Hail
was
replaced
by
ing discounts to students at East- team. This loss to Eastern was the
was JS74.843 and the cost of the Beckham, McCreary, and Miller
gate, Caroline Oakes, «ocial science
The purpose of the Midwest ern.
only defeat suffered by the Ursafirst section was 648,958, bringing Halls, while the annex was left
major from Lancaster, Social, Hu- Model United Nations Is to stimNearly 106 business concerns line negative squad. In addition to
the total cost of the completed
manitarian, and Cultural Commit- ulate Interest In the United Na- were approached. Heading this list Ursullne, the Eastern affirmative
standing.
dorm to $1,323,801.
Scheduled to house 238 men,
Approximately 557 junior and i derson County. Berea High, Berea tee; Sandy Goodlett, Junior social tions and to give each participant were nineteen gasoline and oil com- team debated the University of
Martin Hall, the largest men's Combs Hall will be financed with senior high school students repre- ' Foundation, Bourbon County, Bry- science major from Lawrenceburg, an Insight Into the position of all panies. Following were eighteen Kentucky and Ohio University.
dormitory on campus, Is scheduled funds wrom the Federal Housing
an Station Jr.. Bryan Station Sr., Special Political; John Rankln, an countries on the major Issues of restaurants, fifteen clothing stores, Eastern lost to UK by one point but
or completion by the summer and Home Agency. Bonds will be senting 39 schools will be on cam- Clark County, Crab Orchard, Cyn- Rngllsh major from Somerset, the day. Through participation in eleven food stores, nine cleaners, lost to Ohio University by seven
se—Ion. Built at a cost of retired with revenue from rental pus Monday and Tuesday for the thiana, Danville, Douglas High, Trusteeship; Tom Ooffey, fresh- the sessions at St. Louis, the dele- eight drug stores, four Jewelry points. The traditional debate di7,082, the new ultra-modern of dormitory rooms.
■list annual High School Speech Dunbar, Estlll County, Frankfort, man political science major from gation members will gain a more stores, four taxi cab services, two vision was won by the University
dorm will bouse 101 students. This
Franklin County, Harrodsburg, Lexington, Economic and Finan- realistic perspective of the actual movie concerns, and four miscell- of Kentucky with a 6-0 record. Ohio'
Four other projects proceeded Festival.
four story building will feature these dormitories. Mattox Hall,
Henry Clay, Jessamine County, cial; Publicity Chairman, Ben workings and the purpose of the aneous businesses. Three barber University took second place honOn
Monday,
twelve
debate
teams
an alrcondltlonrd cafe.
Lafayette Jr., Lafayette Sr., Lan- CatHnhour, Junior political science United Nations..
Case Hall No. 1, Brockton No. 1,
shops were contacted as well as ors with a 4-2 score.
The schedule of the MUN in- seven department stores and three
McGregor Hall, 'the third of this and Brockton No. 2 were all com- are scheduled to compete for caster, Lexington Catholic, Lex- major from Cawrencehurg, PolitiThe Eastern squad considered
placement in the State Speech ington Jr. High, London, Madison cal and Security Committee; and cludes two General Assembly Ple- florists.
group, ia now being constructed pleted last year.
this their most successful trip beon the southeast end of Hanger
Mattox, a 200 student dorm, was Festival in April. One of every High, Madison Central, Mason, and Faculty Advisor Dr. Fredrick nary Sessions, which are attended
Students working on the student cause the Berea tournament InMercer County, Midway-Pinkerton, D. Ogden, Head of the Political by all delegates; an all-day meeting discount committee are Bob Sel- cluded some the best teams in Una
Stadium, the college football field. joined to O'Donnell Hall by a col four teams will be chosen.
of the five Main Committees, which lers, chairman. Ron Haike, Pat
Model, Morton Jr. High, North Science department.
This six-story women's dormitory onade. The $730,345 structure feaTuesday's main events will be Middletown, Paris, Powell County
Eastern's delegation will be re- are attended by one member from Sewell, Marvin Krinch, Jeff Baugh- part of the country.
was named in honor of Judge tures a grill and snack bar'
Next on ■ the schedule, Eastern
each
delegation; a Model Security er and Annn Templin.
The first section of Case Hall poetry readings, examples of rad- Scott County, Stanford, University I presenting the Republic of the
Thomas B. McGregor, Frankfort,
travels to Miami University next
(Oonttnuea on rage Six)
Philippines at the. Model United
member of the college board of was first occupied in the fall se- io speaking. Interpretative read- High, and Versailles.
Friday for a two-day cross-exammester of this year. This section, ings, discussions, oratorical deregents.
ination tournament.
clamation, and public speaking.
The building is to be construct- which houses 211 women, will com- The
students will be Judged as
ed by the Hargett Construction Co. plete the building as soon as the superior,
excellent, and good.
of Lexington whose bid of $1,732,699 second section is finished.
Accomodations for married stu- Those deemed superior will addents was begun last year and is vance to the State Festival.
being completed this year. The
English faculty members from
first project, Brockton No.l, fea- Eastern will be the judges. MonThe Aviation Information Team
turing 80 units for married stu- day's judges for debate are Dr.
from the Naval Air Reserve
dents, was completed last year. Byno R. Rhodes, Mr. Bruce McUnit. Memphis, TennesThere Is also critical analysis to 'Training
President Martin appeared with
Built a a cost of $590,410, each ef- Whorter, Mr. Gerald Honaker, Mrs.
Bzzzzzz . . . Wham! Missed again organisms are found there is a
see, will be on campus next Thursficiency apartment has either one Almee Alexander, and Mrs. Lor- . . . Drat that pesky fly!
period of refined testing. Experi- determine If the bacteria is prac- day and Friday to interview-col- the Eastern Symphony Orchestra
morning in assembly
or two bed rooms. Additional equip- rayne Balrd. Tuesday's Judges for
There must be an easier way of ments are done to determine why tical 4d* use as a biological control. lege men who are interested in the Wednesday
where they presented a preview of
ment for the apartments added the other events are public speakNavy's
Avitation
Officer
Training
controlling
insect
pests,
and
Dr.
It
must
be
able
to
be
mass
prothe
insect
dies.
Was
It
due
to
damthe second concert of the season
In the February 2 issue 'of the $108,624 to the construction total. ing, Mr. Honaker; oratorical de- Zimmack of Eastern's biology deage of the brain, the blood circu- duced at a relatively low cost, so programs.
was held Wednesday evenProgress, in the alumni news, there
Completion this month
clamation, Dr. Rhodes; exposi
is searching for one, as lation system or perhaps to some that It may be made available to
Three programs are now avail- which
ing in the Hiram Brock Auditorappeared an item concerning the
Brockton No. 2, 64 more effic- tory reading, Mrs. Mary Baldwin; partment
able
to
qualified
college
men
beare
many
others.
He
is
doing
rethe public.
other reason?
passing of Dr. Simon B, Chandler, iency apartments, is scheduled for dramatic reading. Mr. Quentin
tween the ages of 18-26. Students ium..
in Insect pathology. His
74, of Dalley Court, California who completion this month. Construct- Keene; serious reading. Mrs. Alex search
The orchestra opened the assemwho have completed two years
purpose
Is
to
find
rnjero-organisms
was graduated from Eastern in ion cost for these new units is Mcllvaine; humorous reading, Mrs. (bacteria, fungi, pronsspa, viruses)
of college and are unmarried may bly program with such selections
WOO.
$483,463.
Georgia Hill; senior high poetry,
apply for the Naval Aviation as Mozart's overture to "The Imare parasitic to insects. If he
Also on the drawing board are Mr. Allen Brock and Miss Hazel that
Mr. C 8. Dale, class of 1908,
can find a micro-organism which
Cadet Program. Successful candi- pressario," Mendelssohn's Fifth
two
dormitories
which
are
schedChrlsman; extemporaneous speak- will cause disease In insects, but
wiW more about Dr. Chandler,
dates are commissioned and de- Symphony, 'The Reformation."
portion* of which follow: "Dr. uled to materialize in the near ing, Mrs. Alexander; radio speak- not In human beings or other highsignated Ensigns and Naval Avi- and Corelll's "Christmas Concerto
ing, WEKY announcer; junior hfgh er animals, and one which can be
Chandler was regarded as one of
ators at the completion of 18 for Strings."
the finest men of his class of 1908,
prose, Mr. Arthur Mangus, and mass produced, it will cause a
In commemoration of the Cenmonths of flight training.
junior high poetry. Mrs. Baird.
1Hfwaa among the 'Roark Group,'
For the college graduate or tennial of the Civil War, Dr. Robert
revolution In the world of insectithe pioneers of Eastern.
those who will be soon complet- Oppelt conducted the orchestra in
cides.
Participating Schools
ing their college education, either "A Portrait of Lincoln, by Aaron
Upon his retirement in 1958 he
It Is basically a trial and error
The schools that will participate
married or single, Xhe Navy of- Co pel and. a contemporary Amerand Mrs. Chandler toured England
in the festival are: Anderson, An- method of experimentation. There
and visited many of the historic
fers an opportunity to -upply for ican composer. While the orchesare thousands of bacteria, and no
places of Shakespeare, witnessed
pilot
training through the Avia- tra played, President Martin read
one man could possibly hope to extion Officer Candidate Program, excerpts from famous speeches of
the production of several Shuke'iperiment with all of them In a
peeiean plays and when they reor for speciality training In unt Lincoln.
lifetime. Considering these odds,
The words and music were inof many fields, I. E., bombardier,
turned home, they wrote expanded
one might think It would be a very
reviews and criticisms of the rCs.vs.
navigator, etc., as an ..Aviation tricately Interwoven to form a tridiscouraging proposition, but Dr.
bute
to Lincoln and his lasting inDr. Chandler was a scholar and a
Officer Candidate-1SSS (non-pilot).
Zimmack finds it Interesting and
dedicated teacher in the schools
Under these programs, candidates fluence upon the lives of Ameriabsorbing work.
of Kentucky. He has a clear and
will reeafve a commission as cans and these" United States.
In the elementary stage of the
capacious intellect and won a disEnsign in the U. 8. Naval Reseive
experiments,
the
most
promising
tinguished place among his classafter only 16 weeks at the Naval
The Progress has received micro-organisms are evaluated.
mates, the student body, and the
School of Pre-Fllght at Pensacola,
word that the 1962 National ColThen susceptibility tests are
fatuity while at Eastern (1906-'09).
Florida.
lege Queen Contest Is well un- made with a number of bacteria,
He later held this high esteem
Male college students who are
derway. Regional winners will and data are compiled on both test
among his friends and associates at
interested in the Naval Aviation
be selected soon, and they each and, control groups. For example,
the University of West Virginia,
Officer Training programs are inwill win a trip to New York City Dr. Zimmack may take two groups
where he was head of the Departvited to contact Lieutenant R. H.
to compete in the National Fiof ten flies each; a test group and a
The junior class Is sponsoring a
ment of Anatomy and assistant
Smith, USNR, who will be happy
nals.
control group. The test group is
dean of men for 22 years.
to answer your questions, ex- dance in the cafeteria tomorrow
Nominations
are
accepted
sprayed
or
otherwise
exposed
to
Hfc career and record adorned
plan the programs available and night following the Eastern-East
from the girls themselves, the bacteria with which ha Is exhis private and professional life
administer written tests without Tennessee basketball game. The
friends,
or
any
campus
club
perimenting.
The
control
group
is
Informal affair will last from apw ith many of the finest virtues of
any obligation whatsoever.
groups. Any group Interested treated exactly as the test group
proximately 9:30 until 12.
husband, father, friend, and Christin
sponsoring
a
girl,
or
any
girl
except
that
they
do
not
come
in
"The Shades", a dance group
ian gentleman."
Interested
in
entering
this
year's
Curriculum
Contracts
contact
with
the
bacteria.
If.
in
from Barbouravllle will be feane lines In the story that apcontest
should
contact
the
Promany
tests,
a
large
per
tent
of
tured
at the dance. Gary Edwards,
is In the Progress were transThe Dean's Office Is receiving
those sprayed with the bacteria
The Jimmy Dorsey Orchestra gress office as soon as possible.
an Eastern student, leads the
1 -within another item and did
applications
for
curriculum
conThe
Progress
will
help
any
Indie, while most of the flies not exnit present a clear and under- under the direction of Lee Castle
tracts to be processed during the group.
dividuals fulfill the necessary posed to the bacteria live, the bacAdmission for the event Is TBo
stMWble news story. The editors (shown above) will play for the obligations
present semester. All students who
for
entrance
in
the
teria
are
assumed
to
be
highly
Shso Fly Shoo .. . Dr. Harold Zimmack continues bis research path- wish to apply for a curriculum con- stag and $1.00 drag.
of the Progress apologize for this 24th Annual Military Ball, April
contest.
infectious.
28,
from
8
to
II.
Tickets
are
limittransposition, which ia an unfortology. Dr Zimmack, an Eastern biology professor, hopes to find micro- tract this semester must do so beWhy Did It Die*
unate, but frequent occurance in all ed and can be purchased from any
fore 4:00 p.m. Monday, March tX
After one or most such micro- organisms which are harmful to Insect-, but not' to humans.
••■nior or" senior canet.
newspapers.

J. Roberts, Rogers, T. Roberts,
Stivers Rank In Top Ten

Businessmen Say
'No Discounts'To
Eastern Students

■

Easterns New Dormitory Construction
Will Soon Hit A Total Of Four

Students To Journey
To MUN Meeting

FestivalNext Week

Swatting Flies? Dr. Zimmack
May Have Solution To Problem

Eastern Graduate
Leaves Record
Of Excellence

Info Team
Here Soon

President Martin
Is Featured With
College Orchestra

National College
Queen

Junior Class
Dance
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EDITORIALLY
SPEAKING

"Women Of America—'
v \ ' ■

Students And The S. C.
in recent wwfc*. Hw Stutretrr Cotmcil has shewn
stepped up activity in its perseverence to accomplish the
projects which were begun earlier this year. The reason
for ♦*• increased activity may be attributed to the attention which »ne group has been receiving of late and
the increased interest which the members themselves
are now taking. Both are admirable qualities for a finished product which should exemplify the caliber of college
students.
Now that the Voice of Eastern has taken shape for
♦his semester, students can now tune to the news as well
as to read it. Kinks are still being removed; an intelligent representation of the school should be the goal if
true and ultimate success are to be achieved.
The Student Discount Program has brought no positive results from the Richmond merchants. Whether the
project of the Student Council was a worthwhile endeavor should not at this time be an issue since it has
reached its end. The most that can be said at this time
is that it was an idea and all ideas do not materialize.
The Student Court is now in its preliminary stages
with certain laws already passed and a presenting attorney selected. Still, it comes to mind that possibly
the cart was placed before the horse when the Council
announced the judges two months before any real concentrated' effort was exercised on its behalf. The hope
of the Council is that trie court will begin to function before the end «f this scnoof year. If this is not the case,
it could be a black mark in the history of the student
government.
This is only m fraction of the Student Council story.
Each rtewi mentioned above has details which have not
been dfscussed. Also, two of the items have a future
writd*- MNM work and support if they are to be proven
successful. The answer lies within the college community/. The school needs a strong student government and
IT s em fts way fa having' it if these projects are successfully completed.
—-M6

Tones Change
Rules arid regulations have been set up to govern
mankind for centuries. When these rules and regulations reached a point of obsoletion, they were changed
by the governing body of the group. If this governing
body refused to change, sometimes a revolution ensued.
Perhaps tbis illustration ts a bff fSr-fetched; however, some* of the rules and regulations which govern the
girls on Eastern's campus have an air of unnecessity and
thusly remind one of the days gone by. Many of the regulation which have been handed out by the past authorities are seemingly unfair, and the girls seem to be in a
spirit el revolt (Readers Write this week).
It is necessary tbat any group of persons living on a
college campus have laws to regulate their actions.
These taws must also be enforced in order to be effective. However, they should be fair and they should show
some sort of practicality. They have that responsibility

to the gids.
It should not be proposed that we vacate all rules
and regulations, or that we have a revolution of some
sort and purge those who enforce some of these apparently unfair laws. However, it dees seem possible that
some interested group, perhaps the House Councils,
could investigate tne qualms of these disturbed members
of our campus antr see if their claims are valid.
If a thorough investigation should reveal that a
change would be in order, then the proper steps should
be taken to see ttiat the government gives them good,
fair and strict rules and regulations.
—RW

Eastern Progress
M«mBer of Associated Collegiate Press
Association; Columbia Scholastic Frees
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Readers Write
Dear Editor,
Is Eastern an institution of learning—or am I living under an illusion?
In the past couple issues of Progress one has had this question
answered for him by glancing at
the front page. R is here that one
can see for himself the "progress"
being made and the "knowledge"
being obtained by viewing the
headlines and pictures concerning
thet basketball queens, sweetheart
kings, snowball queens; not to
mention Ihe athletes and soldiers
of the week.
For some reason unbeknown to
myself, I have seemed to have over-looked the Dean's List. Possibly
it was tucked away in some unobtrusive corner of the newspaper
so that it would not afford embarrassment to those students on probation.
Instead of featuring an athlete
of the week, soldier of the week,
and anything and everything else
of the week, why couldn't the Progress feature a "scholar of the.
week," or a certain department
which has done exceptional wow
In some field? This might give the
hopelessly over -looked scholar
some tangible excuse for his labors.
Possibly at the end of the year
we could throw one big election
and everyone throw mud at everyone else—the outcome being a
king's queen's queen. This would
prove most interesting as well as
Intellectually stimulating and would
Iirove a great service to the col•ge.
When will people terminate this
queen business and get down to the
real business at hand—improving
the mind and educating America?
A Disillusioned Freshman
(Ed. note: No illusion seems to exist as far as we are concerned.
First, the royalty that you are
speaking of has occurred in the
last four issues of the Progress; it
so happens that the school calendar is thusly arranged to place
these honors at about the same
time . . . that Is campus news
whether our learned friend believes it or not.
It is distressing to find that student who is so concerned with the
appearance of the Dean's List has
neglected to mention the score of
other stories which have appeared
on our front pages in what she
terms the last couple of. Issues.
Among the stories which have been
featured can be found: Milestone
editor appointments. Student Court
details, teaching Interview schedule, Best Dressed Coed contest information, details of the regional
drama festivals, the Bloodmoblle
excursion to the campus, prom
plans, Military Ball plans, spring
vacation announcement, the news
of Coach McBrayer's resignation

and a host of other material which
we could very easily list if on*
student reader deems it necessary.
For your information, the Dean's
List bad not yet been released for
publication as far as the previous
issues are concerned. Besides-,
this list appears only once a semester . . . what would be your
suggestions for articles the remainder of the year? Maybe you
have a unique "knowledge" and a
unique view of "progress."
Maybe you could be our first
Scholar of the Week?

Two Libraries
Refuse Service
To Negroes

Florida Anyone?-Student Poll
By ItKHatY WIREMAN
Progress- Staff Writer

a full week- of spring vacation being granted to the stuOnly two of 116 libraries in Ken- dents of Eastern, it's obvious that
tucky responding to queries by the plans are now being made that
State Library asctens'on Division were btesrre dreams just a month
Although the topic is now a
refuse to serve Negroes, the Ken- ago*
pi of on mi one. it is of current interRicky Centurlsstoh on Human est.
The
Progress has asked the
Bights has reported.
question, "Hew aie you.- going to
Ike Commission's report said 11* seen* vour spring vacation?" The
of th» libraries serve the public replies were as follows,
without regard lo race. The liPeggy Bradley, a freshman, exbraries excluding Negroes, the report said, are the White Public pressed seriously." I am going to
Library at Madisonvtlle and the sit under a sunlamp so when
Woman's Club Library at Ricn- peop'e come bick from Florida,
mondy Neither receives 8tate li- j they will think that I have been."
braryaid funds, but the Madison-' Jim Taylor, also a freshman
ville library receives citv funds, said hopeingly, "I am planning on
the Commission reported. The Dan- going to Fort Lauderdale."
ville Public Library admits NeSophomores also had their view
groes to the reference room only.
of the perfect vacation. Sandy WilSixteen of the libraries and Book- son stated. "I am going to visit
mobiles reported that their poilry my parents at Fort Chaffee."
of Nerving all regardless of r*en
A male counterpart. Tom Rowas' adopted within the past five berts,
"I am tust going
years, the period In which the Li- to lie commented.
around and sat and- sleep."
brary Extension Division has folBetty Jo Hancock. •> junior from
lowed the policy that those excluding Kenturldans on a racial La Orange, said; "I'm going to
spend my vacation with John Hanbasis could not receive State utd.
at the Kentucky State ReEighty libraries reported regu- cock
formatory." lEd. note: Betty's
lar i si' by Negioss and 29. report- father
assistant farm manager
ed limited use. Most of the latter at the is
reformatory.)
are in counties with small Negro
Ray Scarton, also a junior, said
population, the report pointed out.
The survey of 123 libraries was "I hopa to go to Washington. D.C.,
conducted by the Library Exten- and make a tour of our nation's
sion Division at the request of the capital."
Commission on Human Rights. LiSeniors also hit the scene with
braries in Elliott, Green, Ureenup, their desires to enjoy the vacaHarlan, Jackson, Johnson, Lyon tion to its fullest. Marcia Pearson,
and McLean counties did not reply stated;, "I plan on staying in Richto the questionnaire.
mond and attending the 3NEA conCopies of the survey report are ference during KBA."
available on request to Galen MarPaul Daugherty added, "I am
tin, executive director, Kentucky going to stay on campus and' work
Commission Hiimsa Rights. Capitol with the Maintenance Department
laying sod."
Annex, Frankfort, Ky.

stay on campus
sad."

laying

Jo Hancock
v ratio* ... at the reformatory . . ."

,
F
'Dear
BulIwinkle
~J
On The News
By MARIAN BAZZY

Water, water everywhere . . . ram that soaks you to the skin . . .
uprooted' groundhogs; but worst of ail, the hundreds of evacuated people
of Kentucky and Tennessee show the wrath of the force of nature
What has Kentucky done to deserve this? Meanwhile the Western
camp la skclted by the successful flight of an American who simply
orbited the earth three times . . . what people won't be Impressed by
these days!
Turkey is turning its internal affairs outward for the focus of the
Dear Editor,
... at last there is another riot in the woild . . . one week of apI. as a student of Eastern, would world
parent calmness Is too much for a chaotic world which is led en one
like to thank whoever is responsi- side
by the neurotics and on the other by the seBf possessed.
ble for this wonderful spring vacs*
New York had the opportunity to show off its world reknowned
tion that I am getting. I must say ticker tape this week . . . some say It was a sight to behold . . . others
this makes one feel as If we are |"said it wad cold outside . . what people wont get excited about these
going Ivy League, Big Ten or days! England didn't seem to Interrupt her test schedule though . .
something.
the show must go on even if the audience might be ultimately removed
I know that after the eyeballers, during the performance. At least ft Is underground for the time becard players, dancers and Speck- ing . . .now, if the earth doesn't react vehemently, the Russians will,
ltes hit Florida, it will never be the HUt not until the United States has drilled a six-male hole in the ocean's
same. I _ can just picture the floor . . . first at the depths of the earth; the United States will hot be
beaches of Fort Lauderdale with
is . . ■ science must go on . . . the show, you know.
the' eyeballers lined up across theversion, trucks,, and .Uuu*) are. no worms of any significant
beach . L . the oard players under
on the sidewalks . ■ but the skies have subsided, and the sun
the neatest oahti tree . .
the
' asserted itself as the*master of the heavens ... as one front
dancers around the bongo drums moves out. tt leaves a pressure area with nice crisp air and no rain . . .
. . . and the Speckites enjoying the and no hot air.
-•,
local brew.
Another ode to Mrs. Khrushchev . . . she has the stuff that makes
There Is only one- drawback: to leaders . . . listen to her broadcasts If nothing else . . . But will the
this vacation—I can't go to Flor- women of America meat the challenge which she has so emphatically
ida.
stated? The answer Is not too remote
. . To refuse would be unOh well, so is life.
American
. , . then the Birch Society would take over the defense of
1
the country—with the help of the Conservatives, of course.
Sincerely,
Odes to odes that should be ... a tribute to victims of spoiled fish
"The Old Senior"
. . and long live Eastern's prise cows!
Dear Progress Staff,
Tonight is the night of disaster. Tonight we have been informed that we are sentenced to death,
a slow death of starvation.
What is a person to do when he
(Editor's note—The following is an1 essay written by a young
doesn't have the money to afford
three meals a day in the cafeteria? grade school student on the subject of teeth. The selection Is the
Starve? The majority of the stu- courtesy of the Quickie, the official BSU newspaper. Any simularity
dents who attend Eastern and live between this essay and one written in any freshman English class Is
in the dormitory have an average purely coincidental.
My teacher asked me,to write an essay.
of ten to fifteen dollars and some
Teeth is my subject
less to spend on food. How can we
Teeth is a noble animal.
afford to eat In the cafeteria? If
Teeth is hatched in the mouth.
we could, where would we all be
Most every man has teeth 'ceptin a hen, she ain't got any—she
fed? Plans are being made for a
new cafeteria so we are told. What swallows her vlttles whole and chews them with her gizzed.
My grandmother has false teeth; she pubs them to a glass of
are we to do in the meantime?
As students we think we should water.
I told her she ought to buy her a gizzard.
be allowed to- have canned food in
A man hur. one mouth, one nose,- and two ears and two eyes.
our rooms.
Since when have
1
His mouth is to hatch teeth in; his nose Is to sniffle air with;
roaches started carrying can openers? Why are we allowed fruit h» eyes are to catch dust in and his ears is to keep his hat from
and cookies then? They influence falling down over his face.
' Men has one skelton.
roaches more than canned food
A skelton is what's left when the insidee are taken out and the
do.
^i
Why are we subject to personal outskfea are taken off.
Man has one spinal column.
**
searching? I think many students
■to head site on one end and he sits on the other end.
will share our opinion. No person,
Man has one skull.
regardless of who they are, has
Ms brains are on the inside if he's got any.
the right to search your personal
His hair kt on the outside if n he's got any.
belongings without a written warW>.ii—n'» has stutter. Ankles are to keep the callves from coming
rant from the proper authorities.
We hardly think the police force of down, and eating up the corns.
And that's a* I know about teeth.
Richmond have the time or men
to carry out this procedure.
Sincerely yours,
The Thrifty Thrity-Three

Teeth...My Subject

Dear Bull winkle:
I have developed a pill that can
turn a man into a human-thinking
machine with an IQ of 300! How
can I find out where to sell this
discovery for the most money?
Scientist
Dear Scientist:
By taking three of the pills.
Bullwinkle

Dear Bultwinkle:
On a recent trip to Tibet, my
wife and I came across the Abominal Snowman. We brought it home
and have it here with us in Trenton, New Jersey. What should we
do with it?
Tourist
Dear Tourist:
Foreign guests deserve the best
of treatment these days. Be aware
that impressions you create
wtU reflect our nation's habits.
M«wlnMi
|

Kentucky Has
fewer Drivers?

i
.

Dear Bullwinkle:
The Division of Driver Licensing'
My mother won't let me go out
and I'm almost 18. What can I of the Kentucky Department of
Safety has reported that 19,947
say to her?
fewer driver licenses were issued
Girl
in Kentucky in 1961 than In I960.
According to.. Division Director
Dear Girl:
Don Sullivan, there were 1,210,392
"I have leprosy."
licensed drivers in 1900, but only
Bullwinkle
1,199,445 In 1981.
Sullivan said the drop in number
Dear Bullwinkle:
of Kentucky licensed drivers means
Were you ever In the service?
that many drivers have failed to
JKF
renew their license or have mov•»
ed from the state.
Dear JKF:
It's difficult to answer your
Applicants for the Kentucky opquestion without knowing what erator's license can renew either
your initials stand for. If you are during their birth month or the
who I think you are, how could month preceding.
you possibly forget the only Moose
"For example," Sullivan said,
on a teenie little PT boat?
"If a person's operator's license
Bullwinkle
expires in 1962, and his birth month
is March, he can renew either In
Dear Bullwinkle:
February or In March. However,
I am a poet, living In Green- the day after his birthday he .does
wich Village, thinking TRUTH, not legally possess an operator's
wearing rope shoes- and a sweat license and therefore can be chargskirt, and contemplating the cos- ed
with having no license If he is
mos. Why does everyone hate me? asked for it," he added.
■«
I know I can get the truth from a
The report also showed that there
free person like you.
were 18,636 licensed chauffeurs In
Poet
1960 but only 16,598 licensed in 1981,
or a loss of potential renewals of
Dear Poet:
2,044.
They don't all hate yoo—it's Just
Motorists can renew their drivIn your mind. Most people hate
you—and I hate you—hut not ev- er's licenses within six months after their birthday without inking
eryone.
any tests, but after a six-month
Bullwinkle
(Address all correspondence to: lapse they are required to take the
3 Tears for Bullwinkle, Jay Ward written test as weB as the eye
Productions, 8218 Sunset Boule- and road tests, according to Suftlvan.
vard, Hollywood, California.)
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Cash Awards Given
For Short Stories
Cash prises totalling $2000
await collegiate authors In a short
story contest designed to discover
talented young American writers!
it was announced today.
Contest winners will have their
stories published In an annual
hard-cover volume, "Beet College
Writing."
Eligible to compete ia any college or university
student or
member of the Armed Forces accredited to educational institutions
anywhere in the world.
The Hub for promising young
ficUon witters Is the srntesash la
an aaossal esUsge short ttory
eons tea
uimihmnid by STOttY
Magaatee. Prase money is
provided by The Header's
Foundation, which
sally ottered
cash pisses kt a eoaapeeMsOa to
find ii—teliiflna, news I
writing among college
mi sor^k row ^wp^wr p wi^evoe w
at of SM0 to eeVer
Jhn) oasts of the contest.
Prize for tins best short story
submitted in the contest win be
JS00. The number two entry will
win 1390, and third prise will be

$280. The next eighteen winners
win receive
honorable mention
■weeds' of $50 apiece.
Announcement of the coat—t
waa made by Whit Burnett. Editor
of Story and by Storting Fisher,
Executive Director of the Digest
Foundation. Both urged contestants to prepare eutetes as soon as
possible, noting that the contest
deadline
is April 20,
1962.
Manuscripts should be from 1500
to-9000 worefs in length and ehould
be submitted to story ;
Collage Contest, c/o The
■ogees, Plsasantvflte, K.T.
uacripts moat be certified by
faculty member.

FINAL CLEARANCE SALE
ALL SHOES MUST MOVE FOR
SPRING STYLES.

NAME BRAND SHOES

Judges to toe

REDUCTION OF 30 - 60% ON
ALL STYLE SHOES IN STORE!
ard m
Bawnstt to
Futfaer details about the contest
are avathUJTe Or Ore current issue
of STORY or by writing to STORY
Contest, c/o The Reader's Digest,
PleaeanUviUe, N.T.

SAMPLE SHOE CENTER
2*3 E. Main — RfchmoMl. Ky.

' BUT 15 IT 8PQRTS?'

I

Friday, March 2, 19*2

Sound Off "The effects of distance have
been averted by the inventive
genius of our people, developed and
fostered by the spirit of our institutions ."
Martin Van Buren
Remember, buy your ticket for
the 24Ui Annual Military Ball, now.
Due to the size of the Corps only a
limited number can be sold. Any
I junior or senior cadet will be able
to sell you a ticket. Cost will be
five dollan per couple at this
formal dance.
The theme of the ball will be
"Oriental Gardens." Music will be
furnished by the Jimmy Dorsey
Band under the direction of Lee
Castle.

WE'RE TOPS
IN BOWLING PLEASURE
AND CONVENIENCE
free parking
modern equipment
restaurant
air conditioned
free lessons

arW plenty of ofen-phy hraif

E> BruwAwick
AU OMATIC LANES

Maroon Lanes

V. S. 2.1 .Smith—Ph. 62S-42S6
Near HI $ Warehouse

Trip to West PointIt Has been announced that Cadet
Lt Col. Ralph Newman has been selected to be the guest of the United
States Military Academy at West
i Point, New York, in early April.
i Newman will visit the academy on
| a tow. While there hs wlU see
how the approximately 8.BO0 ••>
deti live.

u □

started practicing: for the Regimental Drill meet, which will be
held at the Ohio State University
In Columbus later in the spring.
The "John Nick Combs" Memorial Company of the Association of
the United States Army will have
its March meeting at S p.m. in
the Little Theater. Featured prothe officers' wives, showing how
she officers wives, showing how
army life win be. All cadets are
urged to bring their wives or
sweethearts to this program.
Any Eastern ROTC Cadet who is
Ihterested in Joining the Association of the united States Army
anus do so before March 7. Applications must be submitted to either
Cadet Majors Wallace or CampVeil. Application will also include
14.()0 which 'entitles them to a
year's subscription of ARMY.

Let's correct that mistake!
In last week's Issue there was a
mistake ia the Rifle Team Postal
Match past scores; the "we" and
"they" were interchanged. It
should have read this way:
E
Op.
The Exhibition Drill Team ef Westminster College
1M0 1309
Pershlng Rifles Company R-I have Alabama
Polytech Inst 1392 IBM
Arkansas State College 18M 1259
Indiana University
1379 1376
University of Maine
1383 1392
Louisiana State Univ.
1383 1886
Sowdoui Collage
1396 1862
Penn 8Ute
1342 1821
Univ. of Rhode Island
1390 1427
Welcome ESC Students The Citadel
1421 1444
South Carolina State
134S 1807
Fountain • Luncheonette Texas Christian
1424 1364
Results show our rifle team placPretcriptioni
ed fourth in the National Hearst
FREE DELIVERY
Trophy Match. This Is the most
important match of the year for
7 A.M. to 8 P.M.
an colleges in the United States.
Last year Eastern placed 23rd.
DIAL 623-4244
Last Saturday we beat Western
at Jouvre Range, 19SB to 1309. This
is-the second win over Western
this season Tomorrow we go to
Murray to try and make op for
an earlier loss by six points.

BURD'S
DRUG STORE

SPECIAL!

THIS COUPON GOOD FOR

Plans have started for intercompany drill competition, so start
brushing up on your FM 22-6.

50c Discount
ON ANY $2.00 DRY CLEANING PURCHASE.
3 HR.SHfRT LAUNDRY — 5 SHIRTS FOR $1.00

Thought for the Week—
The man who doesn't need a
boss usually is the man who Is
selected to be one.

ROYAL CLEANERS
ONE HOUR SERVICE
2nd And Irvine
—
212 Water St.

.1

ROTC: A Reservoir
Of Trained Officers
cal Influence. The National Defense Act of 1916 set up the ROTC
program. This Act established the
Reserve Officers' Training Corns,
outlined a program of instruction,
and authorized anDointments as
second. Organized Reserve Corps,
tor those who finished the course.
The entry of the I nlted States
Into World War I. In 1917. put KOTC
out of business "for tae duration"
after some 40.000 men In thlrtvaeven college* had enrolled In the
program. Afler the war KOTC was
revived In the National Detente
Act ol 19*9. As »«• wartime officer*
Bv HI OH JENKINS
Of
the AKF of 1917-18 dropped out
Progress Staff Writer
I of the Organised 4Be#erve Corps,
For the past few weeks, the PR's the post World War I irraduated ef
have been teaching the new mem- ROTC tosh their place.
bers the tricks of exhibition drill.
When war clouds again loomed
A limited number of the new memROTC concept paid off. Bv
bers will be selected to complete the
June. 1941 (six months before Pearl
the twenty man drill team which Harbor) approximately
118.000
represents Eastern's PR company
graduates had been comin regimental competition and pa- ROTC
missioned, not counting 7.000 gradrades. This team will go to Lex- uates
serving as commissioned ofington for a return di ill meet with ficers in the Regular Armv. the
the University of Kentucky in National Guard or the Marine
April. Later, the team will go to Corps. Actually, it is estimated
Onto State University at Colum- that
1,600,000 young Ameribus, Ohio, for the First Regiment cans nearly
many of whom served In
Drill Meet.
WWII—received some measure of
The Regimental Drill Meet la military training through
the
composed of four classes of coat- ROTC.
peltton. These are exhibition drill,
The graduating classes of 194Z.
platoon drill, squad drill, and in- 1948,
and 1944 added another St.OM
dividual drill. Seventeen colleges Reserve
before Mie college
and universities in the Ohio, Ken- program eflears
wan once again suspended
tucky, and West Virginia area will for the duration
as-Officer Candlbe represented at this meet.
date School became the principal
Under the direction of Ralph source ef new officer* who had
Newman, the commander of the tamed oat on what amounted to be
Pershlng Rifles, Eastern wlU be a "crash" basis. Nearly 109,999
represented at the RegimtentsJ ROTO graduates served on active
Drill Meet in all four classes duty during the war, ranging In
of competition In the past, East- grade from lieutenants to general
ern has placed high In individual officers.
and platoon competition. ParticuRecord ROTC enrollments marklar emphasis is being placed on
exhibition and Individual drill by ed the years after wwu as 18.677
college
trained Reserve officers
Company R-l this year. The Bxhlbltlon Drill team has already marched from the campus to actduty from 1946 to I960. In the
received a first place trophy for ive
1950-53 Korean conflict, a new genhaving the best drill unit in the oration
of ROTC-trained combat
MUlersburg Military Inst i t u t e leaders earned
battlefield immorHomecoming Parade.
tality.
General Eisenhower had ROTC
— men
in mind when he said, "This
type of leadership Is' more needed
now than ever before. Lacking it,
this country—the world—faces disaster."
Before the ROTC program was
initiated, the army had only limited sources from which to draw
Its trained officers. Volunteer units
formed in wartime still clung to
the antiquated custom of bestowing rank by election or by polltl-

New Perching
Rifles Prepare
For Meet

SPECK'S RESTAURANT
WEDNESDAY And PRTOAY MTTES:
11

THE SHADES

RANDALL & LOGSDON

Also A Uetifenont
Colonel!

THURSDAY NiTE:

WHEEL & AXLE SERVICE
220 West Irvine Street
Phone 623-2340

Your Steering and Front End are
like a FIRECRACKER • • e
They can EXPLODE in your .£.

THE IMPRESSIONSSATURDAY

NIGHT:

'THE MYSTERY BAND"
■

■

)""i

■:,,, J ,,

'

i1. 'saw

LET US CHECK YOUR STEERING MECHANISM
AND FRONT END TODAY—OOMP1ETE FRONT
END SERVICE.

CANFIELD MOTORS

BEAR SYSTEM

PHONE 623-4010

45 Year's Experience!
WE ARE BALL JOINT SPECIALISTS.

D □

ROTC NEWS

EASTERN

American astronaut John H.
Glenn, Jr., has become the first
Kentucky Colonel ever commissioned while in orbit around
the earth. Gov. Bert Combs
signed the commission while
Glean was on his historic space
flight. Glenn also holds a lieutenant colonel's commission in
the U. S. Marine Corps.
-'■

For a limited time onlyl
PENNEY'S REDUCES

M

I

2"

TOWNCRAFr

•RESS SHIRTS

$

2. 5

Get luxury plnras, America's finest cotton . .. rich combed cotIon oxfords . . . high count
colton broadclotdsl Short Of
long ilssve models. Neck sizss
14tol 7, sleew lengths M to 3*

•

■

There's "SOMETHING EXTRA" About
Owning en OLDS!

USED

Sign up for
Advanced
Army ROTC...

CARS!

And right away,
you'll feel better about
your Military Obligation...
Because you know, as an officer,
your military service will be a stimulating and rewarding experience. You
will enjoy the pay, the prestige, the traditional privileges of an officer...
your military service can pay off handsomely in later life. For example,
ROTC can be tremendously helpful when a man starts his climb up the
civilian ladder. Success in the executive areas of business and industry
comes earlier and more substantially to the man who can lead. Few
are born leaders; but leadership can be learned. And Advanced ROTC
is a great place to learn it...
you will be contributing to the limit of your potentialities in one of the
biggest jobs we face today ... you can help keep America so strong
the war the whole world dreads need never happen.

During your 2-year Advanced Army ROTC course

rmme» sm

DSmWm SAFE HA/fOt

Good Mondays & Wednesday

TUESDAY SPECIAL
STILL CONTINUES

COLONEL DRIVE IN

PIPERS
You'll score big this spring m sliver-sfim "Pipers"
. . . the low-riding, tight-fitting sleek sensations
by H»I»S! No belt to bug you; hidden side tebs
keep 'em up. And—cuffs ere nowhere, man,
nowhere. Pick yourself a pair of "Pipers" from
heaps of coot new fabrics mat wash in a wink.
4.98 at 5.98

■action

Gt-oronfc-'d

or

four

N

there will be a subsistence allowance of $535. Uniforms and military
textbooks are paid for. There is a $117 allowance for your six-week
summer camp training, plus travel allowance. And whan you're
commissioned, a $300 uniform allowance.

And then, Of COUrBe, there is the warm sense of accomplishment you
will feel in June 1963 when the gold bars of a Second Lieutenant are
pinned on your Array uniform.

Money

Ptfund'd

-
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PROGRESS SPORTS Three Maroons To Wind Up Careers

4-€ASTBRN PROGRESS

Doug's Spoils Beat
with DOUG WHITLOCK
Progress Sports Editor
BASKETBALL HAS CEASED TO BE
A NON-CONTACT SPORT.
If you have any doubts about the truthfulness
of this statement just ask anyone of three members of the current cage crop about it.Larry Parks,
Hay Monte, and Herman Smith are qualified to
give first hand information about how the game is
played today or at least one place today anyway.
\Vhen one of our players is knocked to the
floor unconscious, another receives what was believed to be a broken nose, and another takes the
brunt of an intentional blow the game has
gotten out of hand and should be put back under
control.
_,
In a very crucial part of the ball game at Westem Parks was knocked to the floor, out-cold, due
to a very neat move by one of the Hilltopper
quintet and the small group of Eastern fans saw
our sparkplug carried off the court without even
the consolation of a foul shot.
The same player landed a blow, which quite posIsbly could have been accidental, on Morris's no?<s
and gave us aome pretty anxious moments before it
Was checked out.
Smith was the
victim of another not .-,o
spectacular event, but neverless one that has no
place in the game of basketball.
This comer isn't blaming anyone, the officials
or the people at Western, but would like to see
something done about the situation before somi'onc
gets hurt and gets hurt bad.
PRESNELL 8AYS, "WEATHER
MAN'S AGAINST US."
In a story In last week's Progress we stated
that spirits and pep were
high, and that the
coaches hadn't had a chance to learn much yet. Well,
that all stiU holds true.
While speaking to Coach Glenn Presmell earlier
this week this corner discovered that of the five
week-days test week the gridders were able to get

outside on only Monday, Wednesday, and Thursday due to the weather.
Coach Presnell commented, 'Tm„ worried now
that the weather is against us. We've only got about
24 days left, get in our remaining 17 days of practice." He went on to say, "And I don't think we'll
get out any this week."
Under N.C.A.A. rules governing football any
collegiate team has only 36 days to get in 20 days of
drills. This handicaps us perhaps more than a lot
of people since the "monsoon season' is usually
around] here this time of year;' and it's out in full
force this time.
Coach Presnell expressed disappointment in the
weather in saying, "I'm really sorry about this
because the boys are wanting out pretty badly."
"But there will be days we can turn them loose
and let them knock."
He also expressed hope that the Maroon and
White game could bo played on the scheduled date
so that the students woBld all be here for it.
SWIMMERS' RECORD BELIES GOOD
STATE INVITATIONAL POTENTIAL
While our swimmers haven't set the world on
fire by beating people this year they might just
have a good chance of taking part of the honors in
the State Invititional on Friday and Saturday in
Louisville.
In meets with more than one other opponent the
seconds and thirds that our boys seem to have
monopolizing would prove more deciding than a
first or two by other teams.
There are aomi individuals who, with a good
effort, could bright home a courJe first place
honors, but regardless of the outcome we've really
got something to look forward to since we'll only
lose one boy, Bob Goes, from this team for next
season
Best of luck In the big city Friday and Snturday
Eels.

Four Kentucky Grid
Stars Signed Here
Two Are From
Louisville Area
Coach Glenn Presnell today announced the signing of football
grants-in-aid by four outstanding
Kentucky schoolboy gridders, two
from the Louisville area.
Andrew Jackson "Skipper" Martin, 6-10, 170 pound halfback from
Fern Creek High School, who was
named to the Class AAA all-state
first team, was one of the most
sought-after athletes to ink the
grid grant. A hard-running scatback, he has been picked to play
In the annual East-West all-star
game in August. He is also outstanding track athlete, running the
100 yard-dash in 10 seconds.
Thomas Seals, Jr., al all-Jefferson County tackle from Valley
High School, is a 6-2, 210 pounder,
who is presently a member of the
Valley basketball team. He handled the place kicking assignments
during his school boy days.
Billy Hoffman, an all-Northern
Kentucky Conference quarterback
from Boone County, also has signed to play football (or the Maroons.
A 5-9, 188 pounder, he was capt-

Intramural Sports
Intramural Volleyball
Satchwill's Team won the Intramural Volleyball Championship,
however, they were knocked from
the undefeated ranks in the final
match, losing 1 of 3 games. Season
record 20-1.
Intramural Bowling
The Shooters continue to domln
ate the pin-splitting. Leading
bowlers are Bill Goedde, George
Veron, and Tom Stapleton.
Intramural Basketball
Play began Monday, February
36, with 6 games completed. Intramural basketball has five leagues
with eight teams in each league.
The top three teams from each
league will compete in a single
elimination tournament at the end
of the regular season. The winner
of the elimination tournament will
toe champions.
Intramural basketball is played
four days a week, Monday-Thursday, with six games a night.
Results so far:
Bulldogs
48
Bulldogs 48 — Shotguns 31
Oommancheros 60 — Scrappers 38
Wolfpack 70 — I. A. Club 36
Loafers 37 — Raiders 24
Shooters 40 — Stadium A 38
Keith Kids 46 — 12th Region 44
Ken Moore of the Keith Kids
was outstanding, scoring 12 points
In their 45-44,wm.

aln of his team and was an allstate honorable memtion selection.
The fourth gridder to sign was
Mike Smith, fleet-footed halfback
from Glasgow. A 5-9, 170 pounder,
he made the Class A all-state
team. An all-around athlete, he
finished third in the 100-yard dash
in the state meet last year with a
10 second time. He excels on both
offense and defense as a gridder.
Presnell earlier announced the
signing of Freddie Ballou, the little, 5-6, 145 pound explosive halfback from Richmond Madison
High School to a grid grant.

OR

Bar-B-Q
BASKET
SERVEO WITH
FRENCH FRIES
AMD COLE SLAW.

48c
Prices Good til Mar. 10.
AVAILABLE AT

( &y&y 4 ^
DRUG STORE
2nd & Main Streets

An Eastern State College rifle
team placed fourth in the-Second
Army Area and 16th in the nation in a recent Hearst Trophy
rifle match competing against 192
teams from 96 schools. Wade
Evans fired a 192 to place fifth
in the Second Army Area competition.
Other members of the Eastern
team were:
William Loveaill,
James Cornett, Harry Campbell
and Neal Ray.
In a match last Saturday at
Bowling Green the local sharpshooters scored a 1,386 to 1.359
win over Western. Members of the
Eastern team and points scored
are as follows: Bobby Cornett,
280: Neil Ray Ray, 278; Bill
Loveall, 278: Jimm Highland, 278
an<J Jerry Racke, 272.

Eels Out-Relayed In
Two Preps For State
Tough luck in the 400 freestyle
relay event has spelt disaster for
the Eastern Eels in the last two
swim meets with powerful Union
Saturday and The University of
Louisville Wednesday.
The Tankers stand 2-8 eight
on the season, the main reason tor
the seemingly poor record being
that our water Maroons have been
competing against literally, the
best in the country. The three
most notable opponents of the
Eels have been Emory University,
University of the South (Sewanee 1,
and Wittenburg, three of the
strongest water pounding groups
In the land.
The tough competition should

Player Of
The Week
SPONSORED BY

BOB FRANCIS
MEN'S APPAREL

FOUNTAIN
SPECIAL!
Hamburger

Eastern Does Well In
Hearst Trophy Rifle Match

LARRY PARKS
Player of the Week including the
113-89 win over the Middle Tennessee Blue Raiders here In Richmond, and the 88-74 loss to archrival Western in Bowling Green, is
Larry Parks, 6-2 senior guard.
In the Middle Tennessee encounter Parks was second among
the Maroon scorers with 19 points
and second also in rebounding
with 9 snags. The fire-ball played
his usual fine floor game In the
slaughter.
*,
In the hard-fought loss to Western Parks scored only five points,
but cleared the board 10 crucial
times.
During the second half Larry
was knocked to the floor by Western center, Harry Todd, and seemed to fire up the Maroons by being
hurt, as they went on to take their
longest lead of the game before
Western could recover.
—Advertisement

provide good experience for the
Tankers In the Kentucky Invitational Meet, and In the Ohio Vally
Conference crown deciding meet
with Morehead In our pool on a
tentative date.
EASTERN 41.5
UNION 5S.5
The loss to Union marked a
complete shut out by the Dolphins over the Eastern Eels for
the last two years.
Union won the opening event,
the 400 medly relay, and edged
ahead of the Maroons, but captain
John Vetter took the 220 freestyle
relay to tighten- up the race. This
was not Vetter'3 onJy conquest of
the afternoon,
as the distance
consuming junior also capped the
honors in the 400 freestyle to give
himself a total of 10 important
points.
Jimmy Mitchell led the Tankers
In scoring, however, with a total
of 11. garnered with a first in the
100 yard freestyle and seconds In
the 50 yard and 400 yard events.
Mitchell is also the team's leading
sco'er with 76 M points in1 1
meets.
The Eels managed to stick with
the strong Dolphins right up until
the final and deciding event, the
400 freestyle relay. Coach Combs
pulled all the stops, but the visitors took the event and the meet.
EASTERN 41
LOUISVILLE 54
Bearing a strikingly unhappy
likeness to the Union meet was
the loss to Louisville.
It started out exactly the same
way with LouteviHe taking the
meldly relay and Vetter taking
a first in the 200 free. In the next
two events the Eels fell a little
more behind with Mitchell and
Rogow.sk i taking seconds in the
SO free and 200 individual medly,
respectively.
Danny Morris, freshman diving
sensation, and MKcheCl made the
race tighten up with a first and
real surprise since it was Mitchell's
first time off the board in com
petition this season.
Louisville .then- increased its
margin slightly with a first in the
200 butterfly, but Bob Eatmon and
Rehfuss took second and third to
keep it interesting.
Bob Goea and Rogowski repeating Eatmon's and Rehfuss's per
formances in the 200 back stroke
and it began to look dark for the
locals until Vetter and Jakie
Blackburn went one two in the
400 freestyle and Forrest Osbome
and Rehfuss placed and showed in
the 200 breaststroke event.
Leading only 47-41 with a seven
point reluay barring the door
Louisville took the final event.
COMPOSTS SCORING:
MITCHELL
7«'4
VETTER
«»»4
MORRIS
51"-4
ROGOWSKI
49>4
GOES
.?.
MVi
OSBORNE
88V4
BLACKBURN
84H
EATMON
tSVt
REHFUSS
11
SULLIVAN
„■*

In Basketball Tomorrow And Monday
Parks, Gardner,
Brandenburg
Graduating
Three Eastern seniors, Larry
Parks, Ray Gardner, and Carter
Brandenburg, will play their last
games for the Eastern Kentucky
Maroons when they tangle with an
earlier victim, East Tennessee, at
8 p.m. tomorrow night, and then
Morehead away Monday.
Parks, a 6-2 guard from Arlington, Indiana, has thrilled the partisan crowds of Weaver Gym all
season long with his flrey, brilliant
brand of basketball. A real jumping-jack, he is second in rebounding only to Ron Pickett, Maroon
pivotman, and this working from
a guard slot. He is third in scoring
with a 13.1 point output per game
and leads the team in field goal
accuracy, connecting on 69 of 140
attempts for a 49.2 percentage.
Larry also leads the team In time
played as he has seen 465 minutes
and 3 seconds of action In the 14
official games played thus far by
the Maroons.
Gardner, 6-3 forward from Mt.
Eden, Kentucky, has been suffering from a shooting slump from
the field this year, but is second
in foul shot percentage, connecting on 43 of 52 for an 82.7 mark.
While he hasn't quite reached his
scoring potential this season, he is
averaging 9.9 a game, in the words
of Coach Jim Baechtold, "He surely doesn't hurt you a bit by being
in there, since he's one of the finer defensive players In the game."
This defense was attested to In the
loss to Tennessee Tech in Cookeville, when Ray held Tom McKinney, averaging 18.9 a game, to only
one point, that a foul shot in the
second half.
Perhaps a lesser known, but just
as valuable member of the squad
is little Carter Brandenburg, 5-10
guard from Richmond. "Carter Is
a real take-charge ball player,"
commented Coach Baechtold, "and
he's a good boy to have in when
the going gets rough." Carter, a
real crowd favorite, hasn't seen
too much action this season, but
he has done a top-notch job all the
way around while he has been in.

•

*

*

•

RAV GARDNER

****

1.AKKY PARKS

****

CARTER BRANDENBURG

• • • •

• • • •

Soph. Mcrione
Paces E Tenn.
When the East Tennessee Bucaneers take the floor tomorrow <¥,
night they wUI give the Richmond
fans their first opportunity to see' u 'j"V.
sophomore hotshot "Wee Willie" "1 '.
Mali me in action on the Weaver |' '
hardcourt. Malone Is currently
fourth among all OVC scorers averaging 19.2 point per contest. He
Is fifth In field goal accuracy with" '
a 4S.0 showing, and also holds down
the number five spot In the foul',,' ,
shooting percentage range.
Other big guns for the Tennes- •.,.
seans are their forward combina- .,
tion of Mai Roberts and Jim Rid- ,.L,\
dick. Both are averaging In double.„..-,'
figures, Roberts, 11.9, and Riddick,u|,.,|,;
ln
-»no.:
Roberts is also their mainstay. i/
in the rebounding department. His KM
team ranks In last place among
OVC teams in rebounding, but Roberts has earned fourth place
among all rebounders with his
■'
12.4 snares per game.
\9ton >
The Maroons need the East Ten- iu>;
nessee win to assure them of an-iH"''
even break in conference compe-i'.'lv,
titlon. Our record stands at Mabiid
with the game in Morehead Monday
remaining after the encounter to- !' '«»
morrow night.
.Ju'W
r
The .ine time high-flying Eagle*
who will be trying to avenge a loss rt»U
at the hands of our favorites here 1 '' ''-'
in February, 92-85, have had a '''
rough go of It this season.
Pre-season picks to win the con- r
ference race, they now stand 74- i;-'11
'
against loop foes, with only the "" !
i !
game with us remaining on their ■ ';
conference elate.
t{«Ioj
Boasting the second scorer in the
conference. Granny Williams, the--*1
loop's top defense, and rebound-"'"''^
lng the Eagles promise to be m ■'•> *"j
tough opponent Monday night.
'•''
The Morehead game will be the VStu
last of the 17 game schedule carded for the Maroon cagers this year i
and with a win tomorrow marks
a potential 11-6' season record.

Intramural
Athlete Of
The Week

O.V.C. Race
Called "Wacky"

OFF AT THE BIG RED BARN—The Eastern Maroons, dark jerseys, stand poised for action as Ren Pickett and Harry Todd, Western center, battle for the Up. Pictured awaiting the outcome of the jump at the
start of the contest are, clockwise from left foreground: Jim Werk, Eastern forwent, and Darel Carrier,
Western guard, waiting In anticipation; Ray Gardner. Maroon forward, blocking out guard Bobby Rascoe;
Larry Parks, Eastern, and Western's Jim Dunn; and Rupert Stephens, hand on hips, waiting along with
___^^_________^__^^_
Louisville—If this hasn't been the the Hilltoppers' Bob Jackosn.
wackiest of all 14 Ohio Valley Conthe
joy of the Eastern fans, as the
ference basketball seasons, It'll do
Hilltopper senior had been clearuntil something better come along.
ing the boards at crucial times.
Consider'these surprising turns of
His replacement,' Doug Smith,
events. • -.
came in to score a field goal and
1. Morehead, with four starters
sink six of six foul shots to push
back from the 1961 club which reWestern ahead for good.
presented the conference so well
Smith made it possible for Westin NCAA Tournament play, was a
em to take a six point lead up
solid choice to cop the '62 flag,
until 80-74, where the Maroons,
6irked up Six Of seven first place
one more time than did Western. with only 1:17 remaining, began
allots In a pre-season poll of
In the second half the Maroons fouling in attempts to gain poscoaches. What happened? Western
threw quite a scare into the par- session. Bobby Rascoe, who led
won the tftle In a romp.
tisan crowd. They Immediately all scorers with. 32, and Bob Jackwent to the line a total of five,
2. Eastern Kentucky was rocked
nullified the Western lead and son
to score eight foul shots,
by the sudden resignation of Coach
went ahead 47-46 on a 20 foot times
while
were in a
Paul McBrayer, a fixture at the
jump shot by Jim Werk, who Is droughttheto Maroons
provide the final, 88-74
Richmond college for 16 seasons.
suffering chest pains.
A
late
siege
of
foul
shots
proved
margin.
3. In conference play through
be fatal to the Eastern Maroons See-Saw Contest
Summary:
Feb. 24, home teams didn't do to
as
they
fell
to
Western
Saturday
Western
went
right
back
on
top
Eastern (74)
FG FT PF TP
much more than break even, win- night 88-74 after they had come
5 0-1
5 10
ning 23 games and losing 16. In from behind to go ahead In the at 48-47 and the score exchanged Morris ..:
4-4
4
Gardner
3
1961, home teams won 29 and lost second half of a game played in hands several times.
2
2-2
It was during this exchange of ♦•ickett
0
13—about par for the course off
Bowling
Green.
1-1
0
2
baskets that Larry Parks^jtart- Parks
past play.
The win made the Hilltoppers' Ing Maroon guard, was knocked Smith
4-7
1
4
4. Morehead, noted for Its high- Ohio Valley Conference record 10-1
5-6
1
Mueller
4
to
the
floor
and
received
a
head
scoring attack (the Eagles hold and dropped Eastern's to 50 per
2-2
2
5
injury that kept him out of action Werk
the NCAA seasonal high of 95.86
2-2
8
4
until very late In the game. Parks Stephens
points for 29 games, set in 1956), cent at 5-5.
0
Brandenburg .... 0 0-0
When the action started it was hurt at 14:40.
currently leads the OVC In—of all
74 |
74
Totals
..27 20-25 30
looked as if the group of Eastern
Strangely enough, it was not
things—defense:
FG FT PF TP
that had made the long Parks' being put out of action Western (88)
5. Counted out of the running after supporters
4 6-0
3 14
trip weren't going to have any- that spelled dlsater for the Ma- Jackson
losing four of its first five loop thing to cheer about. Western roons. In fact, his Injury seemed Dunn
4-6
2
16
6
starts, Tennessee Tech surged started out with "a blistering pace to fire up the locals even more Todd
10
2-4
5
4
back to win six of its last seven, and soon led the Maroons 25-11, and they went to their longest Rascoe
32
15 14-15 3
thereby posting its best won-lost their longest of the ball game lead of the ball game at 63-61 at Carrier
4-6
4
2
8
overall record under Coach John
8
6-6 2
Smith
1
9:58.
.
Oldham (in his seventh season at along with the final score.
0
0-0 0
Just prior to this lead Western Day
Then the Maroons began to gain
Tech).
Totals
2i 36-46 19 88
some of their poise and started to center, Harry Todd, fouled out to
6. Although winding up in the work on the seemingly unsurcellar with a 2-10 mark. Middle mountable margin. Chewing off
Tennessee staged the upset of the one point at a time Eastern found
year by overcoming an 18-point itself within striking distance at
deficit in the last 10 minutes to 33-30"and hung on to the Hillspill Morehead at Morehead. Nine toppers for the rest of the half
of 12 loop games Involving Middle when they trailed 46-41.
Tennessee were decided by eight
In the first half Western hit 18
points or less, but the Raiders won
36 field goal attempts and 10
only two of the closest ones. Fif- of
15 foul shots, while the cooler
teen of 18 overall tests were de- of
hit 15 of 40 from the
cided by eight points or less, leav- Maroons
field
but 11 of 12 from the line.
ing Middle Tennessee breathless Eastern
out-rebounded its host
at the finish.
26-25, but threw the ball away
7. Senior guards Bobby Rascoe of
Patter: To most female teenWestern Kentucky and Granvllle
Williams staged the hottest scor- agers a thing of beauty is a boy
ing duel in- OVC history, Rascoe forever (DemaK'i Moody).. .Wife
hitting at a 26.3 clip for the first to husband: "All right, we'll com21 games and ■ Williams belting promise. Admit you're wrong, and
away at a 25.5 mean for the first I'll forgive
you" (Bob Barnes
20. Sophomore Jim Jennings aver- cartoon).. .Wriggly boys who hold
aged 20.5 for the season at Mur- infinity In their hands, divinity in
ray, but fell shy of the school's their hearts and worms in their
seasonal high of 23.8 by Garrett pockets (Charles Brock in JackBeshear, set in 1952-53. Beshear, sonville Florida Times-Union). ..
not Howie Crittenden, holds the He who laughs last probably inschool mark for a single season tended to tell the story himself
average.
(The Iriah Digest)

E. Maroons Dropped
By Hilltoppers 88-74
Threaten In
Second Half

Bill Satchwill, 6-3 senior P.E.
and History major from Aurora,
Indiana, has been selected as the
second I.M. Athlete of the Week.
Satchwill has compiled quite a
record in the two years volleyball
has been part of the Intramural .
program at Eastern during his en-^q
rollment. His teams have won the
tournament both years, but posted .
their finest season this year.
*f\
His team, Satchwill's, posted a
30-0 record to be the only undefeated squad participating in the*
program. They won the double
elimination tournament In easy
fashion without losing a single
game.

RADIO AND T.V. SERVICE
CAR RADIOS — RECORD PLAYERS —
TRANSISTOR SALES AND SERVICE

Transistor Radio or Record Player
19.95 Up
CLICK'S
Radio and T.V. Service
West Irvine Street (Behind Post Office)
PHONE 623-3272

"Come on baby,
letis do the TWIST"
21 GREAT TOBACCOS MAKE 20 WONDERFUL SMOKES!
AOED MILD. BLENDED MILD - NOT FILTERED MILD-THEY SATISFY

■■
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Kentucky Wins National Award
Kentucky has become the first ■Kentucky Chamber of Commerce
state to win the national "Keep and Kentucky Jaycees. Wonr.-n's
America Beautiful" award. The Clubs. P,.T.A.. Farm Bureau, BusiState was chosen in recognition of ness and Professional Women's
the 1901 accomplishments of the (' ubs. Girl and Boy Scouts and
'"Make Kentucky A Cleaner, Orcen- National Association of Sanitarians
er Land" program.
for their work in behalf of the
Gov. Beit Combs accepted the "Cleaner, Greener Land" proaward at the annual meeting of gram.
Combs said he initiated the prothe National Advisory Council of
Keep America Beautiful. Inc., in gram two years ago to aid the
state's economic development, to
New York City.
The annual award has heretofore save money In maintenance of
gone only to cities or locales for highways and parks and to prointensive work on beautlficatlon in vide an additional source or pride
for Kentuckians
smaller areas.
Accompanying Governor
"I accept this award In behalf of
Accompanying the Governor to
every Kentu.-ky citizen uhii at this accept the award~was Robert Montmoment Is using a litter bad;, lit- gomery, assistant commissioner of
ter barrel or tr.'.sh can as his waste the Kentucky Department of Conreceptacle rather than Kentucky's servation, who has directed the
u>.«'". square miles of beautiful Kentucky program to clean-up and
country side," commented the Gov- ; beautify the state.
ernor.
Montgomery said the program
He said more than 200 organi- ; has included distribution of 300,000
zations had cooperated to make I litter bags for autos. Over 150 litthe beautification drive a success ter barrels have been placed along
and singled out organizations such Kentucky highways with approprlas the Garden Club of Kentucky,' ate signs. Over 100 community

freshments will also be served.
. New Officers of Art
Holy Communion is held at 11:00
New officer*- were elected to
Alpha Alpha Psi of Kappa PI last a.m. on Sundays Anyone wishing
Thursday at their meeting In Cam- transportation to the church should
mack. Officers who were elected be at the SUB at 10:10 on Sunday
were, Sharon Martin, president; morning. Coffee is served In the
Betty Jo Hancock, vice-president: church basement following the
Carol -Johnson, secretary; Susan service.
Stout, treasurer: Judy Burks. ReBSU Home Missions
porter; Danny Blackburn, pledge
This Is Home Missions Week at
chairman; and Cheater Buchanan, BSU. Monday night Oleima Mulprogram chairman.
lins will speak on Good Will CenDr. Olles. head of the Art de- ters. Tuesday night the TWA'i will
partment, showed slides of this be In charge of the program. There
year's homecoming festivities as will be no vespers Wednesday. Inpart _ of the program. Members stead there will be a TWA study
were' urged to took for prospective course from 8:80-8:80.
Kedges and to order their pins
Infield to discuss Catholicism
Father Infield of Saint Marks
Din Carol Johnson.
Match 8 was decided upon as the Catholic Church will lead a discussion on Catholicism Sunday
next'meeting date.
night with the Westminster FellowIMF Skates
Fun and falls were the order of ship of the First Presbyterian Once mere, wit* fneUag—Or. Robert OppeM, Symphmty Orchestra director, and President Martin
the evening as JO DSF'ers invaded Church. Everyone is invited to at- rehearse for the two concerts given last Wednesday. President Martin read exerpts from Lincoln's
spisThes for Aaron Copland's "A Portrait of Lincoln."
Berea for a skating party last Sat- tend.
SUNDAY, MARCH 4—
Each Tuesday night at 8:30 the
urday night. Following the skating
6:00 p.m.
Episcopal Canterbury Club
Room 202,SUB.
party, the group went to the Berea Fellowship sponsors a dinner in
MONDAY. MARCH 6—
Collage Student Union Building the basement of First Presbyter4:00 p.m.
Pi Tau Chi
Room 202, S.U.B.
where they "twisted", played ian. Cost of the meal is fifty cents.
5:00 p.m.
Wesley Foundation
Room 202. S.U.B.
bridge, and made new friends.
Those Interested In going should
5:30 p.m.
Music Educators National Council .
Cafeteria
The speaker for thta Sunday night see Alice Jane Hall, Sullivan, or
6:30 p.m.
Industrial Arbj Club
Room 15, Fitzpatiick Bldg.
at the Christian Church is Richard Linda Johnson, Burnam.
White, of College of the Bible.
TUESDAY, MARCH 6—
Lexington. He will speak on "Chris12:40 p.m.
D. S. F. and Westminster Fellowship Little Theater
tian (Unity". The program begins
5:00 p.m.
Laurel County Club
Room 202, S.U.B.
at 6.
,,
By MAHY ANN NBL90N
The Orchestra Is now In Its
5:00 p.m.
Home Economies Club
Fitzpatrick Bldg.
The next social event for the DSF
Progress News Editor
thlrtj sixth year. "Five Decades of,
5:30 p.m.
Pi Omega Pi
Room C, Coates Bldg.
is scheduled for March 10, at 7:80
ol
Progress,"
a
history
of
Eastern,
"Let's have an A - oboe - strings 6:00 p.m.
Milestone Staff
Room 5, Coates Bldg.
"Like a sleeping giant, Kentucky woodwinds—all right now . . ." tens that "In the fall of 19M, the
f.m. at the Richmond Woman's
6:00 p.m.
Cadet Officers Club
Little Theater
lub. The party will consist of is awakening,'' said Dr. Robert From a Jumbled mass of sound first real Eastern Orchestra was
6:00 p.m.
Marian County Club
Room 22, Roark Bldg.
group games, dancing (rock and Martin of Eastern State College, gradually comes one clear tone, formed. President Coatee wanted
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 7—
roll and square dancing) and card addressing the Madison County and the performers are ready, Eastern to keep musically abreast
10:10 a.m.
Assembly—Mr. Jesse Stuart, Speaker Brock Auditorium
playing. Everyone la invited.
Education Association on Thurs- poised—so begins another rehear- of the other suite cottages, so he
4:00 p.m.
Sigma Tau Pi
Little Theater
Episcopal Services
day evening in the Central cafe- sal of the Eastern Symphony Or- added to ma facultv Miss Jane
5:00 p.m.
E Club
The Canterbury Episcopal Stu- teria. ,
Little Theater
chestra. For an hour an a half br Campbell and enjoined her specif
6:00
p.m.
Senior
Classdents' Club will meet In the SUB
Little Theater
Citing first the evidence* of more, these dedicated musicians leally to get an orchestra program
6:00 p.m.
Student N. E. A.
at 8:00 p.m. Sunday for their meet- progress In Madison County, Dr. will work, going over and over a underway. In this she was successRoom 37, Coates Bldg.
6:00 p.m.
Kyma Club
ing. A program, Music of the Lit- Martin mentioned the new high- passage until It is mastered. The fol enough to justify taking her
Room 202, S.U.B.
5:00 p.m.
Cwena
Room 202, S.U.B.
urgy, In English, is planned. Re- ways being built, the national culmination of this effort will come, group to play for the Wawtein
6:30 p.m.
Collegiate Pentacle
Room 201, S.U.B.
park to be developed at Boonsboro, of course, in the concert that is breakfast at KEA la Louisville
7:00 pjn.
Student Recital
Brock Auditorium
the following spring, a proud mothe water line to the river, the the telling test of achievement.
7:00 p.m.
World Affairs Club
Room 22. S.U.B.
new recreational lake being ostaAs It exists today, the Symphony ment for President Coates and the
9:00
p.m.
OAKS
Room 111, Science Bldg.
blished in the county, two new Orchestra has about 50 performers, coHegT".
county elementary schools, as welj directed by Dr. Robert Oppett.
The Orchestra grew swiftly. Mr.
THURSDAY, MARCH
aa the looming enrollment and About half of these are masle ma- James E. Van Peursera, head of
10:40 p.m.
D. S. F. and Westminster Fellowship
Little Theater
building program at Eaatern. jors or minors. Students majoring the music department, took over
4:00 p.m.
President Martin and sponsors of student organizations
Statewide progress is evident, in various fields make op the rest, the Orchestra in 1029. At that early
5:00 p.m.
D.S.F.
Cafeteria and Univ. 103
MISS MEENA BAOWE
«Ud Martin, In the improvements with the sMe assistance of fchree stage, Mr. Van Peuraem had only
6:00 pjn.
Student Council
..
Little Theater
in education, highways, the park masle faculty members and three about 20 players.
6:00
p.m.
Kappa
Kappa
Sigma
Pool. Weaver Br.dg.
Miss Meena Bagwe has been the
system, and the efficiency of tho faeoMy wives. Moat of On student
6:30 pjn.
Church of Christ Group
Room A, Coates Bldg.
The next years were sprinkled recipient of a $300 grant from
government at all levels.
7:00 p.m.
K. I. E. Smoker for Men of Faculty
O'Donnell Hall
performers have had from five to with "firsts" for the group. In
Altrusa
International,
Inc.,
and
Progress Is expensive, though six years of preparation, and for 1930, Miss Helen Hall, first full
10:00 p.m.
Men's Dormitory Council
O'Donnell Hall
leas so than stagnation, and is their average of three hours a week time violin teacher, was added to she will continue her graduate 10:00 p.m.
Voice of Eastern-Student Council WEKY Radio Station
dependent on the sales tax, a tax for the Orchestra, receive a half the staff; in 1932, Eastern for the work in home economics at East- I KIDAV, MARCH 9—
that benefits all and for which al! credit each semester.
first time participated in the ern. This grant was secured for
4:00 p.m.
PI Tau Chi
Miss Bagwe through the Richshould 'want to contribute. As The Orchestra performs at many "Messiah" with Berea.
mond Altrusa Club. Miss Bagwe's
long as the sales tax is continued, college functions — the annual
Mr. Van Peursem tells of the home country is Baroda, India.
Kentucky will move forward, con- "Messiah" and the Easter sunearly days of the orchestra: "The
cluded the speaker.
The grants-in-aid program for
rise services, ror example—plus Orchestra grew all that time. It
Following Dr. Martin's address, regular season concerts and assemAltrusa International, Inc., has
AI_1_ PURPOSE
provided
accompaniment
for
Palm
a business session was held, at blies. It has given rise to other
been in operation Since 1945 and
which Herbert Veseio was re- musical groups, such as the Sym Sunday programs, musical ahows, makes available to graduate
COLD CREAM
and
the
premiere
of
John
Jacob
elected president. Other officers
women from Latin America. Asia
•HlBMa ysur waf-w beauty
elected to serve for 1962-3 in- wS^«eSf^tne* %+***"^ B= £TZ?2tf&'Wfo ^
m 1956,
loss Dr.
fir Oppelt
nnn.it joined
<«in~t the
ft.? grants enabling them to complete
In
Mia Maria Narnen Way.
clude vice-president, Bill Hendren; formers.
Thii fall tan-day supply
| music staff, and in 1959 direction graduate courses in North Amerisecretary-tareasurer.
Miss Jean
With two concerts already past, j of the orchestra was transferred to can colleges and universities. These
Of loolhing, imoofhing
Broughton; reporter, Miss Faye
the
orchestra
is
planning
another
BRANCH AT BIS NILL AYE. AND BOGG5 LANE.
I
him.
emergency gifts rescue students
craaa It yaw* fraa and
Broughton, Chosen as representawho might otherwise have to reowoili YOU at your
tives tor the annual Central Ken- to be held in the next two months.
As
one
of
oMr
five
state
colleges)
tucky Education Association con- The upcoming program, as in all In Kentucky with an orchestra, turn home short of the graduate
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petition, according to Dr. Oppelt* During the past 16 years of this
Delegates to the K.E.A. conven- ormance of contemporary and Richmond, located In she center of project a total of $237,552 has
MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
tion were instructed to vote for classical music literature.
much el Kentucky's cultural act- been given. The 1961-1962 allocaDr. Oppelt says of the orchestra ivity, mast be responsible for Its tion is $28,787.40.
Dr. Martin for second vice-presiPh. 828-4528 for Appointment
dent.
members, ''They're always stay- share of aesthetic development.
ing only the very best In music lit- Regular season orchestra concerts
erature. Regardless of the diffi- add much to the cultural life of the
culty of the music, they play only college and the surrounding area.
! i#t% .
mastrrworks, the very best of the
To the student performers In the
established repertoire ... Of orchestra, playing in it represents
course, we don't play the heaviest, a phase of musical growth. As one
most profound, most exotic, or player summed up her feelings,
228 £. Second Street
most modern music. To do that "It's excellent musical experience
takes
musicians of most profession- for music majors or non-music
Closest Restaurant to Campus.
•i i
,.
al caliber."
majors . . . Working on a piece
What of the Orchestra's prob- and watching it improve every day
lems? Dr. Oppelt answers, "To de- Sves you a feeling of accomplished."
velop an orchestra is one of the
most difficult problems any music
Too True to Be Funny. Vacation's
department undertakes . . . The
problem hefe Is quality and num- end: when dispositions, the shore
bers." The outstanding hindrance, and the lawn «W become crabby
he says, is in getting enough (Marcelene Cox in Ladies' Home
strings.
Journal). . .You have teas chance
This obstacle is partly overcome of reaching 70 If your car does
Winning Menu Number for a fro* meal ticket:
by the Model Laboratory School's won't be a question of what's
string program, begun Just six right, but rather what's left (Albyears ago, which trains pupils for ert Sawsfe)... The trouble with
the Orchestra. Presently there are letting; well enough alone is In
four students from Model playing knowing when anything is well
In the college group.
enough (Nuggets)
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clean-up programs have been held
throughout the state. An estimated
80 per cent of Kentucky children
saw the movie "Keep America
Beautiful." Radio, television and
newspapers have used material
stressing beauttf teat ion.
The Keep America Beautiful of'
ganlzation is made up of 4* national clubs, Federal agencies and
school groups concerned with beautification.
Combs explained that it is good
business to have clean roads for
tourists, clean towns for potential
industrial prospects and a clean
state for the morale of Kentuektans.
"Kentucky is not through with
the Job. Comes now the long pull
of maintaining the somewhat exciting results which have bean
achieved and of cleaning up and
beautifying a great deal more,"'
the Governor said.
He cited the legislation to requiie screening of auto graveyards,
now before the Senate, as part of
his program to beautify Kentucky
iurther.

Deadline for the its* "Boll*
Lettre," the official publication
of the Canterbury (lub, la March
15. Any persons wishing to submit short stories, poems, plays,
or any other work, should leave
their masterpieces with Dr.
By no Rhodes, club sponsor;
Phyllis Fisher, dob president;
or Suzanne Hale, editor of this
year's book.
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Standing in Kentucky forasto
is enough lumber in trass of
sawtimber size to build 2,734,200
five-room houses—one for *aeh
family In the New England states
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State Bank and Trust
Company of Richmond, Ky.
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PASQUALES PIZZA

The Comedy Rrot—
"MAN IN THE MOON"
Coming! March 9
"LOVER COME BACK"

'" m

SPAGHETTI
Meat Sauce
1.00
Meat Bah* and Meat Sauce . . 1.25

-*■
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KATIES

Coming Soon!
Do It Yourself

Coin Clean
COIN OPERATED
DRY CLEANING

Save7S%
Modern Dry Cleaners
& Laundry
130 WG HTLL AYE.

BABY

SHOP

INFANTS I x 14 ftUS MATERNITY
SPECIALTIES IN FREE GIFT WRAPPING
PHONE SERVlCS — 623-4540

i

Our Brand New Store
Is Shaping Up!
DURING THE NEXT COUPLE OF WEEKS,
BEFORE OUR GRAND OPENING

*
.: U

You'll Find Bargains Galore
In EVERY Department!

W ' I
^?*iv

You're Always Welcome, end we want you
Eastern Students to take advantage
of these values!

SO I SIT! refreshes your taste

Come In —See Our New Store.
We Hope You Like It!
fcfe. 0./bu//f..lfc \Jfiwgu>9K£sf

ELDER'S

taste of Springtime... so soft and refreshing. Puff after puff... pack after pack...
Salem smokes fresh and flavorful every time. Smoke refreshed... smoke Salem!

• menthol fresh • rich tobacco taste • modern filter, too

Since 1893
• Where Year Parents and Grand pare rrts Traded
While They were ai Eastern.

mz±.

A Salem cigarette brings you the

C .«ai«a by » J. ««ynaM« 1o»o«» Company

m
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t-CAsram PROGRESS

Madison National Bank
Richmond,

Ky.

Member Federal Reserve System .
Member Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation

There will be a Senior Clans
meeting at 6:00 p.m. Wednesday March T, lftSt In the Little
Theater. Thn purpose of the
meeting Is to discuss plans for
the Senior Class Banquet and to
decide on the Class rift to the
school. President Robert R.
Martin will be there to present
tentative plans for future construction on the campus.

See Us For Your Automotive Needs!

College Service Station
Across Street from Boys Dorms, on Lancaster Ave.
FOR SERVICE CALLS

Phone 623-4828

WAYMAN'S
DEPARTMENT

STORES

Richmond and Berea

"THE BARGAIN CITY"

Subscribe Now
at Half Price*
You can read this world-famoul
doily newspaper for the next six
months for $5, just half the
•fegulor subscription rate.
Get top news coverage.
Enjoy
special features. Clip for reference work.
Send your order today. Enclose
check or money order. Use coupon below.
The Christian Science Monitor
P-CN
One Norway St., Boston IS, Moss.
Send your newspaper for the time
checked.
rj 6 months $5 □ 1 year S'O
O College Student Q Faculty Member
Name
Address

LANTER MOTOR CO

State
-CitT
•This tptclal dftr SMlleMt ONLY to colla*
ItuoViU, faculty menbn, ■*! colli* libraries.

Interviews—
(Continued Irom Page 1)
ant supervisor of personnel and
credentials for the Board of Education of Prince .George's County,
Upper Marlboro. Maryland.
Interviews "will be held in the
Placement Office, Room I, Administration Building.
Mr. Holland J. Langenhan, assistant superintendent of the Walled Lake Consolidated Schools,
Walled Lake, Michigan, will be on
campus to Interview those In English, mathematics, biology, library
science, social studies, elementary
and (irlils In special education.
Interviews will be held In Room
2112. SUB, beginning at 9 a.m.
Thursday, March 8
Mr. M. Llndsey McMahon, general manager of the New York Life
Company, Louisville, Ky., will be
on campus to explain to the seniors
the details of a career with their
company.
Interviews will be held in the
Placement Office, Room I, Administration Building beginning at 9:30
a.m.
Wednesday, March 7
Mr. Alonzo Nelson, employee development officer, Blue Grass Ordnance Depot, Richmond, will be on
campus to Interview those interested in "Career Opportunities in
the Federal Civil Service." Interviews will begin at 8:30 a.m.
through 3 p.m.
Interviews will be held in Room
202, SUB.
Remember!—Jesse Stuart will
be on campus next Wednesday
for an appearance at the regularly scheduled assembly program and tor an autograph
party that afternoon from 2 8.
In Walnut Hall. Many of his
books are now on sale at the
college bookstore. Students are
urged to attend both events.

218 W. IRVINE STREET

PHONOGRAPH

JUST AROUND THE CORNER FROM THE
COURTHOUSE.
Experts in Carburetor and Ignition Work.

DIAL

623-4434

Now on Display in the Grill wil bo given away on

THIS CAMPUS.
f

GetontlieBRANDWAGON...it'$i-tjoff«l \

GOLDEN RULE CAFE
YOU HAVE TRIED THE REST . . .
NOW EAT THE BEST!

Home Cooked Food.
Delicious Biscuits
South First Street

Richmond

RAY'S BARBER SHOP
Main — Across from Penney's

Welcomes All Students & Faculty!

College Dry Cleaners
(N. 3rd St., around the corner from
W. F. Higgins Furniture Co.)

ONE DAY SERVICE

COLLINS DRUG STORE
PRESCRIPTIONS
Free Delivery: 7:30 A. M. to 8:00 P. M.
DIAL 623-2336

PHONE 623-5271

KEN CAR
Across From Kroger
Have You Tried Eating At

LUIGIS RESTAURANT

New Shipment of Seamless Hose
Variety of Shades,
2 For 97c
GS>fJE20^7Cl

COME TO THE

RICHMOND BAKERY
262 E. Main Street — Or

fc

CALL 623-5470

Order soma of our fresh, tasty, daily-baked goods.
We specialize in decorated calces—orders must be
placed 24 hours tor longer in advance.

,

British Sports Car
Sunbeam "Alpine"
FOR SALE
Rated Tops in its Price Range.

Mi"M
&

0K3

DRUjG STORE
110
BrS HILL AVI.

DIAL
423-I9B0

RICHMOND.

Kr.

ACROSS FROM COI/>NEL DRIVE-IN

Richmond's Most Modern Drug Store
designed for comfortable and convenient shopping.
Free Parking. Open til 9:00 P. M. Daily.

Madison Laundry & Cleaners
COMPLETE LAUNDRY AND CLEANING SERVICE

Sanitone Dry Cleaning
ONE DAY SERVICE!
So. 3rd Street - Richmond, Ky.
Across From Greyhound Bus Depot

In Lexington.

BALES PLACE
GOOD FOOD

Call Bob Lanter - 623-4434

Army Ahirnni
Army 2nd Lt. Theodore L. Insko,
Jr., 21. 1961 graduate of Eastern.
Carlisle. Ky., completed the officer orientation course at The Armor School, Fort Knox, Ky., Jan.
31.
Lt. Insko was trained in the fundamentals of armor warfare and
armored equipment. He received
instruction in communications,
tank gunnery, field engineering,
automotive maintenance, platoon
and company tactics, instructor
techniques and leadership principles.
The lieutenant was graduated
from Carlisle High School In 1887.
Capt. Clay P. Moore, 1964 graduate of Eastern, Route 2, Danville,
Ky., .recently achieved recognition as a top Army marksman by
qualifying for the expert marksmanship badge during range firing
with the Army's M-14 rifle in Germany.
Captain Moore entered the Army
tat 1954, arrived overseas In August
19S9 on this tour of duty, and Is
commander of the 83rd Artillery's
Battery B In Budlngen.
The 30-year-old officer Is a 1949
graduate of Danville High School.
His wife, Sherry, Is with him In
Germany.
Army 2nd Lt. Bobby J. Powell, ]
1961 Eastern graduate, 124 Highland Ave., Lancaster, Ky., completed the eight-week officer orientation course at The Armor
School, Fort Knox, Ky., Feb. 13.
Lt. Powell received training In
the duties and responsibilities of a
platoon leader In a tank or reconnaissance company. This training Included instruction in armor
communications, tank gunnery,
field engineering, automotive maintenance, instructor techniques, the
principles of leadership and platoon
and company level combat tactics.
The 22-year-old officer entered
the Army in December, 1961.
The lieutenant Is a 19S7 graduate
of Lancaster High School.

Mrs. Verll Gebhart, Mary Dye,
'S3, Is teaching at the Sixth District School in Covington. Mr.
Gebhart Is owner of the Scott
Medical Laboratory in Covington.
Mr. and Mrs. Gebhart have two
sons. They live In Hebron, Ky.
Recently at the Covington Optimist Club meeting in the YMCA
dining room, Dr. Morris M. Oarrat, '41, Radiologist at St Luke's
Hospital at Ft. Thomas, Ky., spoke
on "Nuclear Bomb and Effects."
Alumni Optimist members present
were George E. Martin, 'ST, Rickman Powers, '86, and guest, James
M. Hart, '39.

Junior Alumni

E. MAIN ST.

RICHMOND, KY.

Carl Kempf, '40-'51, is with the
Lockheed Aircraft Corp. In the
Finance Division in Smyrna, Ga.
He Is very active In the International Wood Collectors Society and
keeps Mrs. Kempf, the former
Anne Marglttay, '38, busy typing
letters. Their street address is 216
Gober Avenue.
Mrs. .Bessie L. Clark. '39. just
recenUy retired, having taught
kindergarten the past six years in
the Danville City Schools. Mrs.
Clark Is still doing substitute teaching In the Danville Schools.
Mrs. Carl S. Johnson, Nannie
Lou Cox, '38, accepted a full time
teaching position this fall in the
elementary public schools In Worthington, Ohio. She had been doing
substitute teaching in the same
system the past four years. Mr.
and Mrs. Johnson have two sons,
William, 13 and Robert. 12. Their
address Is 259 Richards Road,
Columbus, 14, 4.

KELLY'S FLORIST

(Oatiaued from Page One)
Council meeting, which Includes the
members of the nations now on
the Security Council as participants; and a Delegate's Banquet.
Dr. Frank Porter Graham of toe
UN Secretariat win address the
First Plenary Session of MUN
Thursday evening, March 2».
Friday evealng, Mr. 8. K. Boy,
Consul General of India, win speak
to the Model Security Council Session. 11M DelegatrV Banqet on
Saturday evening will be addressed by Dr. Zelmav George, former
member of the U8 Mtoaten to the
UN, and by Mr. Joan BotUger
past president of the Collegiate
Coun*< for the United Nations.
The Eastern delegation will leave
the campus March 28 for St Louis.
While In St. Louis, they will stay
at the Sutler Hilton Hotel where
some of the activities will take
place, along with other sessions
scheduled for the Washington University Fieldhouse.
At this point he paused and looked at a student with his head burtod fat a newspaper. "What is the
name of the gentleman in the back
row reading the paper?" he asked.
Startled, the student glanced up
and amid, "Who, me?"

Call 623-4998

E. Main St.

THE GLYNDON HOTEL '
THE FAVORITE MEETING PLACE IN RICHMOND
Rooms include Television, Telephones, Air

^

Conditioning and Room Service.
DINING ROOM; ALSO FREE PARKING FOR GUESTS

9

RIVERS SHOE SHOP
South 2nd Street

Mr. and Mrs. Allen Brodt announce the arrival of a daughter,
Julia Katheryn, born on Aug. 5.
Mrs. Brodt was the former Mary
Elizabeth Johnson, '57. She had
been teaching in Franklin County.

Mr. and Mrs. David R. Magowan,
Jr., are parents of a baby daughter, Joy Caroline, born on Feb. 13.
The new arrival la being welcomed
by a brother, John David, 17
months.
Mrs. Magowan was graduated in
1960 and Mr. Magowan In 1981. He
Is now teaching graphic arts at
Parkway Junior High School in
Miami, Fla.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert C. Ridgway
of Hatsvllle, Md., have selected
the name, David Milton, for their
son born on Jan. 18.
Mrs. Ridgway, '58, Is the former
Rose Marie Rose. Mr. Ridgway,
Dkkmon Receives Citation •SI, la with the United States Naval Ordance Laboratory in WashThe following is a copy of the ington, D.C.
citation accompanying the award
Orange Blossoms
of the Air Force commendation
Miss Martha Louise Berhenke,
medal to Major Robert W. Dick- '60,
of Midland, Mich., and James
man, '40, this past July: "Major Ronald
Sherrard, '66. of Louisville,
Robert W. Dickman distinguished were married
on November 23 at
himself by meritorious service as
Reorganised Church of Jesus
deputy of communications • elec- the
Christ
of
Latter
Day Saints In
tronics from June 1, 1988 to March
Louisville. Both are teaching in
14, 1981. He positively and efficient- Jefferson
County schools and makly planned and established a
ing their home af 108 West Amsmooth and effective communica- herst,
Louisville 14.
tions-electronics section in a time
period when little was known about
FergusonWolfe
complex SAGE
equipment and
Miss Jocelyn Ferguson, '61, of
when few people were trained on It. Manchester was married on JanThrough outstanding technical ab- uary 23 to Ensign Russell Wolfe in
ility and persuasive diplomacy he the chapel at Quonset Point Naval
was able to keep direction center Air Station in Rhode island. Their
and radar site equipment modified address
Is 68 Ten Rod Road, North
In pace with rapid computer Kingstown,' R. I.
changes. He exercised superb man- Willis Braun
agement procedure* in establiahIt. Mart Church in Richmond
ing'M4n dmaintainlng cordial re- was
the scene of the recent wedlations between the several users ding of Miss Mary Ellen Willis of
of the radar equipment at the sites; Scott Depot, W. Va., to Ronald
Major Dlckman's expert knowledge
Braun of Bellevue. Mrs.
of the SAGE system, his ability to Gerald
Jerry C. Sutkamp of Louisville was
organise and manage, and his ded- matron of honor and Mr. Jerry
ication to duty is a credit to him- Sutkamp, '59, was best man.
self, his organization, and the
The bride will receive her B.S.
United States Air Force."
degree at Eastern In June. Mr.
Dickman was retired from the Braun received his B.8. degree in
Air Force on August 31 with the chemistry in 1961.
rank of Lt. Colonel. He accepted
a position with Temco Electronics
Mr. and Mrs. John P. Mayer of
and Missies Company In Dallas, Versailles, Kentucky, are the parTexas. His address Is 9265 Meadow- ents of a second son, Jeffrey Patglen Drive, Dallas, 18.
rick, born January 26, 1982.
Mr. Mayer, a graduate of EastThe rjibllc relations department ern, is .the band director at Verof The Instructor magazine In- sailles and is also the coach of a
forms us OIlie James Robertson '58 junior high school basketball team
has made a contribution to the In Woodford County.
March issue of the magazine. Mr.
Robertson, 1-8 grade teacher at
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd J. Smith,
Popular Glove School in Webb Jr., are the parents of a daughter,
Cross Roads, Ky., is the author of born Sunday, January 14, at Cynan action verse titled "Satellite." thiana. She has been named Alisa
It appears in the March Song and Adams.
Verse section.
Mr. Smith, class of 1961, received his commission In May of 1981
Dr. John T. Blackburn, '50 is and will report for active duty In
chief resident in medicine and fal- April of this year.
low in endocrinology and metabolism at Bowman Gray School of
Deaths
Medicine at Wlnston-Salem, N.C.
W. E. (Bud) Fugate. a teacher
He la married to the former Ann
Threlkeld, an Eastern student, and In the Lexington Public Schools,
they have four girls ages 10, 8, 4, died unexpectedly on October 12,
In the Berea College Hospital.
and 8.
Mr. Fugate entered Eastern in
Lt. Holly H. Chllton, '60. return- 1955 after having served In the
United
States Navy for 13 years.
ed to active duty In the US Navy
this past November and Is pre- He received his B. S. degree in
sently assigned to duty in Pensa- Industrial Arts In 1959 and his
cola, Fla., as the director of the M.A. in guidance counseling in
Naval Air Training Command 1960.
He was married on July 27,
choir. His address is BOO 600 RM
308B, US Naval Air Station, Pen- 1981 to Louise Gullady, '50. Other
survivors Include his father, Elsacola, Fla.
be rt Fugate of May king, Ky., five
Hade Durbln, Jr., '60' Is head sisters and one brother. Funeral
and
burial were held at Mayklng,
football coach at Prestonsburg
High School this year. Mrs. Dur- Kybln, the former Patricia Vencil,
'59. Is teaching physical education
and English at Prestonsburg High.
Herman Looney, '58, is with the
Internal Revenue Service, stationed in Alexandria, Va. Mrs. Looney
the former Peggy Wells, '58, is
teaching music in the Fairfax
County Schools. Their address Is
223 North Jordan, Alexandria, Va.

Say it with flowers from

Mr. and Mrs. John T. Largent
are the proud parents of a son
born on Sept. 29. This is their first
child and they have named him
John T., Jr.
Mr. Largent is minister of music
and education at the Methodist
Church In Smackover, Ark. Mrs.
Largent was the former Dora Harper. She had been teaching commerce in the Smackover High
School. Both were members of the
1958 graduating class and they immediately took a joint life membership in the Alumni Association.

Students To—

$1,000.00 Less than Delivered Price,

FIRST COME-FIRST SERVED!

-Alumni News-

"On Your Way to Town"

CITY TAXI
623-1400

Veterans Cab

Kentucky Cab

24 Hr. Service

Richmond Office Equipment
SOUTH THIRD STREET

Royal Typewriters
for Sale-Rent-Repair.
School Supplies
PHONE 623-4365

STERLING ON SILIVER

Stanifer On Photograph
■

■
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Now Showing
JANTZEN&ROSE MARIE REID

Swimsniits
Lay Away Your Favorite Suit Now

the Louise Shop
RICHMOND
Drive In Tnootio
4 MX SO. ON V. 9. SO
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7:15 %J 1:50 P. M. — 2 CARTOONS
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« The wrfoegattafcla story of "
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HELL RAIDERS OF THE DEB*" — t0:irp. U.
SUNDAY — DOUBLE FEATURE — ONE SHOWING
7:15 P.M. (2 Cartoons) 9:20 P.M.

NUDE*-

